Here, we have applied information decomposition, cyclic profile alignment, and noise decomposition techniques to search for latent repeats within protein families of various functions. We have identified 94 protein families with a family-specific periodicity. In each case, the periodic element was found in greater than 70% of family members. Latent periodicity profiles with specific length and signature were obtained in each case. The possible relationship between the periodic elements thus identified and the evolutionary development of the protein families are discussed with specific reference to the possibility that there is a correlation between the periodic elements and protein function.
INTRODUCTION T
he investigation of amino acid sequence periodicities may facilitate our comprehension of structural organization of protein sequences and its interdependencies with protein evolution and structure. In 1970, Ohno suggested that duplications and divergences of DNA base strands are primaries for evolution (Ohno, 1970) . These evolutionary mechanisms may generate novel coding sequences via the multiple duplication of relatively short DNA sequences and their subsequent divergence (Ohno and Epplen, 1983; Ohno, 1984) . Therefore, if the creation of genes by multiple tandem duplication is relatively widespread, coding regions within DNA sequences should retain within their structures traces of these tandem duplications as low-homology periodic repeats, which may carry over to amino acid sequences. This periodicity, however, would be difficult to identify due to the substantial divergence of initial repeat sequences via insertions, deletions, and base substitutions. If these primary sequences could be identified, investigation and classification of the amino acid periodicity could facilitate our understanding of structural organization and its relationship to protein evolution and structure. For example, it may be hypothesized that all gene sequences descended from a single duplicated ancestor sequence would possess a characteristic but eroded periodicity detectable at the amino acid level. Amino acid sequences with similar biological functions would be predicted to have similar periodicity patterns.
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Current mathematical models are able to identify periodicity in small samples of protein sequences (Heger and Holm, 2000; Landau et al., 2001; Neuwald and Poleksic, 2000; Coward and Drablos, 1998; Katti et al., 2000; Andrade et al., 2000; Benson, 1999; Heringa, 1998; Heringa and Argos, 1993; Murrey et al., 2004; Rackovsky, 1998; McLachlan, 1993; Jackson et al., 2000; Makeev and Tumanyan, 1996) . The protein repeats identified to date are thought to fall into three categories (Marcotte et al., 1999) . The first comprises those derived from consecutive duplication of structurally and functionally independent units that maintain their ability to function alone; examples include the zinc-finger domains. The second category contains well-distinguished repeats that form a structural subunit but have no function in isolation from each other, for example, the β-barrel repeat pattern of six amino acid residues. The β-barrel patterns form a left-handed parallel β-helix or equilateral prism structure, each repeat forming a β-strand side of an equilateral triangle. There are also examples with longer periodic elements, such as β-propellers (40-50 residues long), leucine-rich repeats (about 23 residues long), and tetratricopeptide repeats (about 34 residues long) (Andrade et al., 2000) . The third category comprises a poorly explored group of amino acid repeats that possess no significant internal homology and no clear evolutionary relationship. These sequences have been termed periodic motifs, since their regularity is usually assigned based on the relative locations of key residues. Examples of these include the periodicity of the leucine residue in leucine-zippers (Landschulz et al., 1988) or in the distribution of general amino acid properties, such as hydrophobicity, among positions within periodic secondary structures. This classification shows that the level of internal homology in domains undoubtedly depends on the time elapsed since their formation. Similarity is apparent in recent repeats, but long lifetimes of proteins of fundamental types are likely to make them hidden, unseen by traditional search methods. One may question our ability to identify this hidden periodicity, which has descended from those ancient multiple tandem gene duplications. In turn, we suppose that the lack of existing data concerning periodic structure of protein families is caused by imperfection of applied periodicity search methods and their inability to find faintly marked repeats. It has previously been shown that when searching for periodicity in symbol sequences, Fourier-based and dynamic programming based techniques have constraints that limit their ability to identify faintly marked periodic elements . For example, dynamic programming allows one to effectively find repeats in symbol sequences containing an arbitrary number of insertions and deletions, but this approach is limited by selection of the similarity matrix used (e.g., PAM and BLOSUM) and requires the homology level to be higher than the threshold value. In contrast, techniques that use Fourier transformation to search for periodicity in symbol sequences are currently unable to find periodic elements in the presence of insertions and deletions. Fourier transformations are also unable to identify faintly marked homologous repeats in cases where the period length is equal to or greater than the alphabet size of the analyzed sequence, that is, 4 for nucleotide and 20 for protein sequences .
Recently, we have reported the development of the information decomposition (ID) technique to search for weak or latent periodicity within symbol sequences. This method is free of many of the shortcomings identified in Fourier-based or dynamic programming-based techniques . The ID technique is capable of identifying feebly marked periodic regions within symbol sequences Laskin et al., 2003) but it omits any periodic region that is disrupted by insertions and deletions. The noise decomposition (ND) and cyclic alignment (CA) techniques were developed to deal with such insertions and deletions (Laskin et al., 2003) . The ND technique is a dynamic programmingbased methodology that uses a latent periodicity matrix, which is in turn based on the ID method. After completing a number of iterations, the ND technique is able to identify family-specific latent periodicity. At present, a combination of ID and ND techniques allows the identification of weak or latent periodicity in more than 80% of NAD-binding sites (Laskin et al., 2003) .
By using the approach mentioned above, latent periodicity has been identified within 16 additional protein families (Laskin et al., 2004) , providing a strong basis to suppose that protein domains could contain latently periodic elements, which may be identified by using the combination of ID and ND techniques. In this paper, we demonstrate the presence of latent periodicity in 94 protein families of various biological functions. More than 70% of members of each of these families are shown to possess latent periodicity of common period length and signature. These results support the viewpoint that such periodicity is not just a property of individual proteins but could be specific to protein families, thus supporting the hypothesis of gene origination by multiple tandem duplications. Certain forms of amino acid latent periodicity may therefore correspond to particular biological functions of protein families.
METHODS AND ALGORITHMS

Latent periodicity
Latent periodicity is defined here as periodicity that is identified using ID but is not detectable at a statistically significant level using Fourier or homology search techniques. The homology search settings are often defined using a PAM or BLOSUM matrix (Holmes and Durbin, 1998; Henikoff and Henikoff, 1993) , which provides weightings that are higher for similar amino acid matches and lower for dissimilar ones, or an autocorrelation function (Dodin et al., 2000) . As an example, let us consider a set of sequences
is an amino acid. To evaluate the overall similarity between these sequences, we construct their (indel-free) multiple alignment. The total weight of this multiple alignment is generally a sum of position weights:
Traditional homology search techniques calculate the total weight of this multiple alignment via pairwise amino acid affinities:
where P is some amino acid affinity matrix, such as PAM or BLOSUM. This expression may be rewritten in the form of the sum by amino acid types:
where l and k are amino acid types and m(i, l) are amino acid frequencies, that is, the number of amino acids of type l at position i in the multiple alignment. We previously proposed another measure of similarity (Korotkova et al., 1999; Chaley et al., 1999) based on concepts of information theory and called "information content" (Elder, 2000) :
where m(i, l) . These measures are clearly different; thus, an alignment may achieve a high score using information theory measures, while achieving a low score using homology-based measures and vice versa. However, the term "high-scoring" is of little significance, especially when comparing weights calculated with different measures. It is necessary to make sure that the obtained value of W is much higher than those calculated using sets of random, unrelated sequences. To ensure this, the initial sequences should be shuffled, and either p-value or Z-value of the obtained alignment should be calculated. Z-value can be estimated by the Monte Carlo calculations as
where E(W ) and D(W ) are mean and variance of W , respectively, calculated for a set of random sequences with the same length and same amino acid frequencies; low p-value or high Z-value would indicate significant similarity between sequences S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N . One usually sets up some threshold value beyond which the similarity is not considered to be casual. When S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N are consecutive equal-length slices of the sequence under investigation, significant similarity between them indicates significant periodicity in this sequence. As we said before, different similarity measures result in different weights and different significance values; in some cases, periodicity of a sequence may be apparent from an information-theoretical viewpoint while omitted by homology searches. In our studies, we call this effect "latent periodicity." In our previous studies Laskin et al., 2003 Laskin et al., , 2004 , we have shown that such latent periodicity occurs in many biologically important sequences.
Let us designate the p-value calculated using Equations (3), (1), and (5) as α and the p-value calculated using (4), (1), and (5) as β. If the probability β is statistically significant and the probability α is not significant, then we may say that a latent periodicity has been identified within that symbolic sequence. Such differences in values of α and β can frequently occur during analyses of sufficiently long sequences, where, in most period positions, it is more likely to observe a certain subset of symbols of the alphabet rather than a single symbol. In this case, the number of homologous coincidences will be relatively small for each position in the period. This may lead to a comparatively low value of W and correspondingly high value of α. In contrast, the estimation of probability β is based on deviations of symbol frequencies at each period position from relative symbol frequencies derived from the whole sequence. These deviations may be substantial, resulting in low and significant values of β. In this sense, the definition of latent periodicity, based on the similarity measure (4) and on the probability β, reflects a more common property than the definition of tandem homological repeats based on the similarity measure (3) and probability α.
We consider two sequences as an example, one possessing perfect periodicity and another possessing the latent periodicity, and calculate the probability α and β using the Monte Carlo technique. For each sequence, we generated 500 random sequences with the same amino acid composition for both sequences by shuffling the original sequence. The means and variances for W calculated with Equations (3), (1) and (4), (1) were used then to determine Z-scores using Equation (5).
The first sequence contains 20 tandem-type repeats of a seven-symbol sequence ANDBVHG. For this sequence, the Z-value of similarity between the 20 periods, calculated using Equations (3), (1), and (5) and matrix BLOSUM50 is equal to 54.5 ± 6.6, whereas the Z-value calculated using (4), (1), and (5) is 52.2 ± 4.5. The probabilities that real values of Z are within these intervals are higher than 95%. It is possible to see that we received very similar Z-values for both methods of calculation in the case of the perfect tandem periodicity.
In the second example, we assume the latent period to be equal to seven amino acids. Each position of the period has an equal probability of encountering the amino acids shown in Table 1 .
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One of possible sequences satisfying the conditions in the table is the following. ARDKSDRWKWYSQHDLYRDVFVPDRSDHPKEGTQQGWVSMHIDPYLMDFGRHFS HQVKERSDNWKEHHPKDKVFMRHWKHRSDHLWDSHMDDPWHKKKLWHHMVRA LWGIRFMLHFHHFLRHLDKHDVDLCQDRLWRSHD.
For this sequence, Z-values calculated using Monte Carlo are equal to 3.2 ± 0.4 and 8.8 ± 0.9, respectively. The 95% confidence intervals for Z are 2.8-3.6 and 7.8-9.7, correspondingly. According with the calculated Z-values and the confidence intervals, the mean probability α is equal to 0.02; with a probability of 95%, the value of α is more than 0.0001 and the probability β is less than 10 −12 . To analyze the Swiss-Prot Database, we selected amino acid sequences with Z > 6.0 (see the section "Statistics of cyclic alignments" below); this periodicity could have been missed if we had used weight determined by Equations (3) and (1). These values of α and β illustrate that it is difficult or even impossible to identify such periodicities at a statistically significant level while using the homology-based algorithms. 
Information decomposition
To identify latent periodicities within protein families, we have analyzed the complete Swiss-Prot Database using the ID technique . To build the spectrum of ID of an amino acid sequence, we used the mutual information between the considered symbol sequence and the set of artificially created symbol periodical sequences. For symbol sequence s i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, of length n, a set of sequences of the same length possessing periodicity with period length varying from 2 to n/2 was generated, using numbers as their symbols. That is, the sequence with a two-symbol period was represented as 12121212121212 . . . , with a 3-symbol period as 123123123 . . . , and with a k-symbol period as 12 . . . k12 . . . k12 . . . k. . . . Next, the mutual information between sequence s i and each of the artificially created periodical sequences was determined. These values determine the ID of an examined symbol sequence. To calculate the mutual information, a matrix M of size n × k was generated, where n is the length of the period located in the artificial periodical sequence and k is the alphabet size for the symbol sequence (k = 20 for amino acid sequences). The elements of matrix M represent the number of coincidences between the letters of the artificial periodic sequence and those of the symbol sequence under consideration. The mutual information can be calculated according to the Equations (1) and (4) that can be expressed by following equation (Kullback, 1959) :
where m(i, j ) is the element of matrix M, L is the length of the examined symbol sequence,
is the frequency of symbols 1, 2, . . . , n in the created artificial periodical sequence, and y(j ) (j = 1, 2, . . . , k) is the frequency of symbols in the examined symbol sequence. The mutual information is orthogonal. This means that I (S 1 , S 2 ) = 0 when S 1 and S 2 are periodical symbol sequences with period lengths being coprime numbers or their powers. Performing ID, one should take into account the fact that the value 2I (n, k) is distributed as χ 2 with the number of degrees of freedom equal to (n − 1)(k − 1)(30).
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The mean value of mutual information of two random sequences with alphabet sizes n and k is also equal to (n−1)(k −1). This means that a linear component equal to (k −1)(n−1) will be considered in I (n, k) as the function of n, treating k as a constant. Therefore, using the function J (n, k) = I (n, k) − (k − 1)(n − 1) will be more convenient. A plot of this function is shown in (Karlin et al., 1990) . However, this technique is valid for relatively short periods only. The mutual information determined via Equation (6) deviates from a χ 2 distribution when the mean of matrix elements is less than 10 ( Korotkov et al., 1997) . Due to this deviation, the mean of J (n, k) increases when n increases and when the elements of matrix M decrease.
To deal with this deviation of I (n, k) from a χ 2 distribution, we used the Monte Carlo method to estimate the statistical significance of the obtained value of J (n, k) by calculating Z(n, k) Chaley et al., 1999) :
where J (n, k) and D (J (n, k) ) are the mean and the variance of J (n, k), respectively, for a set of random matrices with the sums of x(i) and y(j ) being the same as in the initial matrix M(n, k). The ID of a symbol sequence is represented in the form of the spectrum of Z(n, k). We selected the period length that gives us the largest value of Z. Statistical tests reveal that the threshold value of Z for scanning the Swiss-Prot Database is about 6.0 (Korotkova et al., 1999) .
Iteration analysis
We identified a total of 15,000 amino acid sequences possessing periodicity with period length being from 2 to 200 residues and Z-scores greater than 5.0. We deliberately lowered the minimum level of Z below the statistical threshold (6.0) because ID searches for latent periodicity without any indels. The exception of indels may result in relatively small statistical significance values for latent periodicities, which may be common in protein families. We determined periodicity matrices from the initially identified sequences; their elements represent the number of occurrences of amino acids at each position of the period in an identified latently periodic subsequence. Next, these periodicity patterns were used as profiles 
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The elements of the corresponding position-weight matrix W were calculated from periodicity matrices M using the following expression (Karlin et al., 1990) :
where W i,j is an element of the position-weight matrix for the symbol of type i at position j , p i,j = m(i, j )/y(j ), and f i is the frequency of occurrence of symbols of type i in the periodic subsequence. The small number ε was introduced in Equation (8) to eliminate the consideration of zero values, and it was equal to 10 −5 in our calculations. The scaling parameter C may be chosen arbitrarily, since multiplying all weights and scores by a factor changes neither the path of the alignment nor its statistical significance, provided that gap penalties are multiplied by the same factor. To speed up the calculations, C was chosen to be large enough to make possible rounding the weight values to integers without substantial loss of precision.
We used the ND technique to obtain the position-weight matrix which would allow us to identify statistically significant latent periodicity located in most proteins of a family but not in other amino acid sequences. The essence of iterative ND is as follows. First, amino acid sequences with statistically significant periodicity (Z > 6.0) of a given type were selected from Swiss-Prot version 41. This database was scanned using modified profile analysis, also known as cyclic alignment (Laskin et al., 2003; Chaley et al., 2003) , using a window of 200-300 residues (see section "Cyclic alignment" below).
At the second stage, the results were divided into two sets. The first set contained amino acid subsequences with a Z-score greater than 6.0 and with functionality similar to that of the initial latently periodic sequences found with ID. This set was referred to as the "true positives." Functionalities of proteins were determined from their descriptions (Swiss-Prot DE field), keywords (KW field), and feature tables (FT field); they had to correlate with those of the initial sequence. We also formed a set of unrelated sequences called "false positives." The resulting set contained amino acid subsequences which had been optimally aligned with matrix W and which had had a Z-score greater than 6.0. These sequences were found in the protein families with functionality different from that of the initial latently periodic sequences found by ID.
The third stage involved the modification of the initial position-weight matrix W . This modification pursued two aims. First, we wanted the modified profile analysis to identify as many true positives as possible; ideally, all protein sequences being functionally identical to the initial sequence should be identified at a statistical level Z ≥ 6.0. Second, we tried to eliminate sequences with Z ≥ 6.0 from the false positive dataset. These aims may be termed "sensitivity" and "selectivity of latent periodicity identification," respectively.
To achieve these goals, expression (8) was modified in the following fashion:
where r i,j is the weighted value of p i,j . The true positive set may contain homological or identical sequences. This equation may cause the overrepresentation of some amino acids in some period positions.
To take this effect into account, it is necessary to compare all found sequences and to calculate the weights for each sequence from the true positive set. The weight of the sequence should reflect its representation in the set. Let the alignment score for sequences k and l be S (k, l) . These values were used to calculate T (k), which represents the prevalence of k-like sequences in the true positive dataset:
Index l runs through all the true positive dataset. In the sum in (10), the term with l = k always equals one (any sequence is self-similar), the terms for unrelated sequences are equal to zero, and the terms for similar sequences range from zero to one. Therefore, we get T (k) = 1 in the case when there are no sequences similar to k; we get T (k) = N if all N sequences in the true positive set are identical; and we get a value from one to N depending on the similarity level if sequences are similar.
The matrix M k (periodicity matrix, see section "Information decomposition") for each amino acid sequences k from the true positive set was calculated, and these matrices were summarized with weights equal to 1/T (k). We calculated the weighted periodicity matrix M for the entire true positive set as
where k runs through all sequences from the true positive set, m k (i, j ) is an element of the matrix M k , and m(i, j ) is an element of the matrix M. Then we calculated the values of r i,j as
Thus, we eliminated the possibility of overrepresentation of some sequences in the true positive set. We define π i,j as
where
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where k runs through all sequences from the false positive set. Frequencies q k i,j are analogous to m k i,j but defined for the kth sequence from the false positive dataset; f i are amino acid frequencies from within Swiss-Prot. The mixing constants c 0 and c 1 (they should add up to one) were experimentally chosen to provide the best selectivity of resulting position-weight matrix while keeping its sensitivity.
We studied this problem by conducting iterative analysis for different factors c 0 and c 1 while searching for latent periodicity in homeobox and P450 protein families (N.1 and N.4 of Table 2 ).
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Coefficient c 0 was varied from 0.99 to 0.01, and coefficient c 1 was varied from 0.01 to 0.99, respectively. We found the values of c 1 and c 0 that produced the smallest possible number of false positives. The elimination of false positives is weak at c 0 > 0.95, while the values of c 0 < 0.5 strongly distort the positionweight matrix and greatly decrease sensitivity. Similar results of the selection of c 0 and c 1 coefficients were obtained for serine-threonine protein kinase family (N.94, Table 2 ). Results of coefficient testing are shown in Table 3 . Our calculations showed that optimal values of c 0 and c 1 were equal to 0.8 and 0.2,
After calculation of the new position-weight matrix W i,j , we moved to the first stage, Swiss-Prot scanning with a modified profile, so that the periodicity search was iterative. The number of iterations ranged from 3 to 10. The iteration was intended to identify as many protein sequences as possible with functionality identical to that of the initial sequence and to eliminate unrelated sequences with Z ≥ 6.0 from the false positive set. Iterations were stopped when the true positive set stopped growing.
Cyclic alignment
The task of a search for characteristic periodicity in proteins may be generally solved by searching for the statistically significant regions possessing a periodicity in accord with the specified position-weight matrix that describes the distribution of the amino acid frequencies in each period site. The matrix was further optimized in order to maximize the number of the revealed periodicities but without significant losses in accuracy.) Our approach is to apply the method of dynamic programming to search for periodic sequences. The algorithm for making the alignment using the cyclically elongated pattern was first proposed by Fischetti et al. (1992) . Such an approach allowed no correct definition of the locally optimal alignment, though such a definition is essential in many cases when the latent periodicity occurs only in a section of the analyzed sequence, for instance, in a protein domain. The development of this approach (Benson, 1999 (Benson, , 2001 ) allowed one to eliminate the dependence of the results for periods of different length on cyclic permutations in the initial cyclic pattern, which is essential when it is unknown which position in the pattern is actually the first. Nevertheless, this method is not suitable for scanning databases while searching for latent periodicity, since it is designed mainly to remove ambiguity in the definition of repeats caused by the occurrence of nested periodical structures within the longer repeats. The method of the locally optimal alignment used in this work is a modification of the formulae described by Fischetti et al. (1992) , which is suitable for searching for highly diverged periodicity in the amino acid or nucleotide sequence databases, as well as for statistical evaluation of the results. This method first determines the algorithm of searching for local cyclic alignment and then uses the profile as a cyclically repeated pattern, allowing one to take into account the position-specific mutability of amino acids.
Let us define the profile as a sequence of elements A 1 . .
. . in which the element A i is a weights vector of position i within the alphabet space of real amino acid (1 ≤ k ≤ 20) sequences A i = {w i,k }, with w i,k being the weight of symbol k at position i. We use the terms "symbol" and "pseudosymbol" to define the elements of the real sequence and the profile, respectively. A cyclic profile is a sequence
. . , which can be infinitely elongated in both directions; that is, it has no obvious first element. Generally speaking, the enumeration of positions for period 1, 2, . . . , L, where L is the period length, becomes conditional. By analogy with the ordinary (linear) alignment of sequences, let us introduce the definition of cyclic profile alignment as a pair-by-pair arrangement of pseudosymbols of the profile versus the symbols of the real sequence taking into account possible deletions both in the cyclic profile and in the real sequence. An example of such an alignment is as follows:
where L is the period length (L = 4) and b 1 b 2 b 3 b 4 b 5 b 6 b 7 b 8 is a real amino acid sequence. 
Search for latent periodicity by cyclic profile alignment
In this work, we considered the sequence as one possessing latent periodicity if there existed a statistically ✄ ✂ ✁
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significant alignment of this sequence with a cyclic profile, that is, if the sequence consisted of some number of tandem repeats of the finite profile. In this case, aligning the real sequence with the cyclic profile would require an infinite number of operations; nevertheless, for virtually any reasonable choice of a penalty for deletions, the number of operations may be efficiently decreased to a value that is directly proportional to the product of the period length and the sequence length. The succession of matches, insertions, and deletions constitutes the path of the cyclic alignment. However, if the path of the linear alignment is a jagged line on a two-dimensional flat surface (Fig. 2a) , then it is natural to represent the path of the cyclic
F2
alignment as a jagged line connecting the nodes of the cylindrical lattice (Fig. 2b) . Whereas a two-dimensional plane has the dimensions of R 1 × R 1 , a cylindrical surface, according to topology, has the dimensions of R 1 × S 1 . This leads to the difference in the methods of calculations in the cyclic coordinate space. In particular, the integer-valued cyclic coordinate i may take on a value only in the interval [0;
, which is not important), and all its calculations are performed modulo L:
Let us assign weight w i,j to each pair (A i , b j ) in the alignment. We define w i,j as the weight of coincidence of the j th symbol of the sequence {b} with the ith position of the profile {A}, as usual. Let us also introduce the value of an insertion/deletion of n symbols, which, in general, may depend on the nature of the deleted symbols or on the ordinary numbers of the deleted positions; however, more frequently, it depends only on its number and is defined as d n (d n > 0 for any n). Summing up the weights and deletion values for each alignment position, we obtain the total weight for a given alignment, for instance,
where the first index of w i,j shows the position in the cyclic profile and the second index shows the position in the amino acid sequence. Since the real sequence is finite, the series is also finite (Laskin et al., 2003) . Its sum W is a measure of similarity between the sequence and the profile in this alignment. Since the number of possible alignment types, that is, the ways of arrangement , is finite, there will always be the optimal type among them (possibly not unique) possessing the highest W -value.
FIG. 2.
Schemes of conventional (a) and cyclic (b) alignments. The paths of the conventional and cyclic alignments lie on the two-dimensional and cylindrical surfaces, respectively. The S matrix elements are in the lattice nodes (shown by dotted lines). In panel (b) the coordinate for the real sequence lies along the cylinder, whereas the coordinate for the cyclic profile lie across the cylinder.
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Statistics of cyclic alignments
In this study, we performed the search for locally optimal cyclic alignment within a window of length equal to 10 period lengths but not less than 250 residues (to not make it less than the roughly estimated domain size). Subsequences covering fewer than three periods were dropped. The alignment was then reconstructed and, among many possible alignment overlaps (coming from overlapped windows), we chose the one possessing maximum length and score. Alignments that were not overlapping within a window were considered as different occurrences of latent periodicity within the same sequence.
To assess the statistical significance of an alignment, we used the Monte Carlo method. Since the distribution of global alignment weights fits the normal distribution curve better than that of local alignment weights (Benson, 2001) , we also made the global alignment of the sequence that had had a high-scoring local alignment. Then, using the similarity matrix from global alignment, we calculated the difference between the weights of the starting and the ending points of the local alignment found. We denoted this difference as F . After that, we generated a prescribed number of random sequences of the same length and composition as the real sequence. For each of them, we repeated the procedure of global alignment described above and gathered the values of differences between those terminal points. We assumed the distribution of that difference to be close to normal (Comet et al., 1999) ; thereby, the mean E(F ) and variance D(F ) of the gathered values were calculated, and the normal distribution parameter Z, the abmodality extent of the obtained alignment, was derived using expression (5).
High Z-values were considered as evidence of significant similarity between the investigated subsequence and the cyclic pseudostring motif. To confirm the significance of Z-values, a model experiment was carried out. We generated a long random sequence whose length was approximately 20 times greater than the volume of the Swiss-Prot database. When we investigated it using some of the previously known latent periodicity profiles with lengths varying from 6 to 30 residues, the highest observed Z-values fluctuated around 6.0. Therefore, if we reveal a subsequence with Z > 6.0, we can be sure that we found it at least at a 5% significance level.
We should also note that very high Z-values (> 15.0) observed for the real protein sequences usually reflect perfect or almost perfect homology between repeats. Such sequences are not considered to be latent periodicity cases, since virtually all of them have been already annotated as repeats.
We have to choose the minimum number of tests for the Monte Carlo method which will ensure the periodicity found is statistically significant. In our case, the investigated values of Z are far from the average Z-values for random sequences. The calculation of a Z-value with satisfactory accuracy in this case would require a great number of computer calculations and huge processor power. We are interested only in finding whether the Z-value is greater than 6.0, because the process of creating the sets of sequences for noise decomposition depends only on this threshold value.
Let us assume that we have calculated Z using the Monte Carlo method for S random sequences. We estimated the mean and variance of Z and calculated the 95% confidence interval that contains the true Z-value. The calculation of Z was stopped if the value of 6.0 did not belong to the resulting confidence interval. Otherwise, we performed S additional tests; if the confidence interval was above or below the threshold, the tests were stopped, and we made a conclusion about the statistical significance of the found periodicity. The same number of additional tests was scheduled otherwise and the process repeated until 95% probability that Z-value is authentically higher or lower than the threshold was reached. If we had generated 10 6 sequences and still did not know whether the confidence interval was above or below 6.0, then we finished the calculations and considered Z to be below 6.0. If we use this algorithm to calculate Z, the number of sequences with Z > 6.0 is weakly dependent on S for S > 100. In this sense, the selection of S is rather arbitrary, and we selected S = 500. For S = 500, the 95% confidence interval typically was Z ± 0.1Z.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An iterative process involving the use of the ID technique was applied to latent periods found in SwissProt release 41, as described above. As a result, 94 novel family-related types of periodicity were identified. With rare exceptions, between 70% and 100% of the proteins within each family were found to contain a statistically significant latent period. The percentage of false positives was generally within the range of 0-10%, although in a few protein families up to 20% of false positives were identified.
For approximately 10% of the periodicity classes identified by the ID technique, the iteration procedure was unable to find that more than 70% of other members of the families to which the initial sequences belonged possess the latent periodicity; that is, the set of true positives was small. The same periodicity classes also contained cases for which we were unable to eliminate the prevalence of false positives with Z ≥ 6.0 even after performing several iterations. In our opinion, the problems experienced within this 10% subgroup could be due to significant levels of evolutionary divergence of periodicity, possibly combined with a large number of insertions and deletions within the protein sequences analyzed.
The names of protein families, period lengths, sizes of families in Swiss-Prot, and numbers of identified periodic sequences are presented in Table 2 . Examples of cyclic alignments for four families including latently periodic sequences (cytochromes P450, homeobox proteins, MADS box proteins, and chalcone synthases) are presented in Table 4 .
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All cyclic alignments and periodicity profiles may be found at the authors' website (http://bioinf.narod. ru/new1). It can be seen from Table 4 that the number of insertions and deletions may be relatively small (this is the case for homeobox) or large (MADS box). It is clear that while the methodology described here has enabled the identification of these sequences, the ID technique in its present form is unable to identify these periodicities when used in isolation due to the variety of insertions and deletions.
For all of the 94 periodicity profiles obtained, we performed cyclic alignment with a random set of sequences that were composed in such a way that they were identical to Swiss-Prot in terms of sequence lengths and amino acid composition. We then calculated the average number of sequences identified with Z ≥ 6.0 per 122,564 sequences (i.e., the size of Swiss-Prot release 41). The mean value ranged from 0.6 to 1.2, depending on the position-weight matrix used, which would imply that the specificity of our techniques is satisfactory and it is able to distinguish random and periodic sequences. The substantial 11.0 8-108
18.0 220-350 789abcdefgh1--234--5-6789abcdefgh123456789abcdefgh12-3456789 GAAAGRGGADPDGRVERPLFQLVSAAQ--TILPDSE---GAID---GHLREVGLAFHLLK abcdefgh123456789a bcdefgh123456789abcdefgh12345678-9abcdefg DVPGLISKNIER ALEDAFEPLGISDWNSIFWVAHPGGPAILDQVEAKVGLDKAR-MRAT h123456789--abcdefgh1 RHVLSEYGNMSSACVLFILDE numbers of false positives marked in some cases were not totally due to random alignments; there are three possible explanations for their detection within the dataset. First, some proteins may be poorly annotated in Swiss-Prot, or some aspect of their biological function may currently be uncertain. Due to the specificity of the procedure used here, these proteins would be identified as false positives. Second, proteins of common origin may have similar residual periodicity, while their biological functions have completely diverged. These evolutionary relationships would not be reflected in the Swiss-Prot data, so they also would be considered to be false positives. The third explanation for false positives could be the presence of tandem copies of amino acid repeats within the sequence. If the length of these repeats is close to the length of the periodic element under investigation, and if the repeat could be superimposed on our position-weight matrix with a positive alignment score, their statistical significance could be high, thus providing a large Z-value. However, this effect was observed only for virtually perfect homologous repeats with few indels. This nearly perfect homologous periodicity is easy to detect and to exclude from further consideration. For example, this can be done by building the ID spectrum of unaligned amino acid sequences, which would result in Z > 6.0 after aligning to the corresponding latent periodicity profile. Upon completion of these operations, the remaining number of false positives ranges from zero to 12 for all families presented in Table 2 . These numbers agree far better with the Monte Carlo assessments presented above, and this fact can be explained by the first two reasons mentioned above. We also analyzed the true positives of all families in Table 2 for the presence of homologous tandem repeats and none was found. This means that Z-values of the identified latently periodic sequences are high not due to the presence of highly homologous tandem repeats within them. We believe that our approach achieves a significant level of sensitivity (not less than 70% of proteins in a family are identified) and selectivity (not more than 10% of results are false positives) for searching in Swiss-Prot, which contains more than 120,000 amino acid sequences. These results would therefore appear to be of use when making functional predictions for newly identified proteins with unknown biological function. We have also filled deletions in cyclic alignments of identified latently periodic proteins with random amino acids and performed ID of the obtained sequences. As shown in Fig. 3 , latent periodicity
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is unambiguously identified using the ID technique at a high level of significance.
These results demonstrate that, despite multiple recalculations of position-weight matrices and noise decomposition, these sequences still have latent periodicity in its ordinary sense , provided that appropriate insertions and deletions are made.
It is informative to discuss the restrictions of the ND technique that we have developed. First, it is necessary to note that the ND technique, in its original form, was used in conjunction with the ID technique to perform the initial searching for primary profile matrices. This means that, in the presence of indels, the ND technique can find only the periodicity that was detected originally by the ID technique, which cannot accommodate indels . Hence, the combined use of the ND and ID techniques may leave out some homologous periodicities with a large number of indels because the ID technique omits them . From this viewpoint, software packages such as RADAR (Heger and Holm, 2000) or REPRO (George and Heringa, 2000) are better at discovering homologous tandem periodicities in the presence of indels than the combined use of ND and ID techniques. However, searching for homologous tandem repeats, including those in the presence of indels, was not the target of our investigation. In the present study, we investigated whether latent periodicity originally identified using the ID method in a few proteins of a family is common for almost all proteins of that family. It should also be noted that the ND method can be used to study any profile. From this viewpoint, it is a completely stand-alone technique. Our choice of the ID method searching for primary profiles was justified in spite of the above-mentioned problems. It has previously been shown that detection methods used to identify periodicity in symbol sequences that use weight matrices to evaluate the affinities of amino acids (e.g., matrices like PAM or BLOSUM) leave out latent periodicities . Hence, only the combination of the ND and ID methods makes possible the detection of latent periodicities with indels. If the primary profile for some latent periodicity was created by the ID method, the ND method makes possible the further detection of this latent periodicity with indels in many proteins.
Second, the necessity to find initial periodicity types without insertions and deletions also affected our choice of maximal possible size of indels; it was limited to the period length. Allowing for larger deletions, we would find many linked dispersed repeats in different parts of a sequence, instead of periodicity in domains, being our interest. We are unsure whether the proteins in which such a large number of indels 
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Information decomposition of some protein sequences from families presented in Table 2 . A. Cytochrome P450 (accession number P10633); B. Homeobox (accession number P42585); C. MADs box (accession number O64645); D. Chalcone synthase (accession number P24824). occurred existed in the investigated families; we did not identify them as possessing latent periodicity anyway. Our method, however, possessed greater specificity.
Third, our numerical experiments have demonstrated that the estimation of statistical significance used (Equation (5)) is valid only if the alignment is larger than 40 residues . Thus, the cyclic profile search technique is capable of identifying periodicity of 40 or more amino acid residues; short dispersed repeats would not be identified. However, as mentioned above, we avoided dispersed repeats in our searches. Moreover, the ID technique can be good at finding periodicities only if at least three consecutive repeats are present, and we developed the ND technique with this limitation of minimal length of latently periodic subsequences; so, this restriction is not crucial for the results obtained in the present study.
For comparative analysis, we attempted to reveal the latent periodicity of the proteins shown in Table 2 using RADAR (Heger and Holm, 2000) and REPRO (George and Heringa, 2000) software. These programs did not find the latent periodicity of these protein families. Thus, it seems likely that the number of latently periodic protein families is much higher than the 94 identified here. The data presented here, in conjunction with previously published work (Laskin et al., 2003 (Laskin et al., , 2004 , provide support for the view that this may be a ubiquitous phenomenon. It is also clear from Table 2 that period lengths differ for diverse protein families. At the same time, the close period length of two or more protein families does not imply that the types of periodicity are the same. The type of periodicity is defined by the matrix M (see "Information decomposition" section).
We have tried to determine whether a relationship between latent periodicity and secondary structure exists. For the primary sequences where latent periodicity had been identified and for which secondary structures have been resolved in PDB, we investigated the structural preferences of residues located in each position of the period using the cyclic alignment technique. For each sequence, a matrix M was generated as described in the "Informational decomposition" section, but it consisted of only three rows corresponding α-helix, β-sheet, or other structures. The matrix columns corresponded to the period positions. Then the values of the mutual information measure and Z were calculated using formula (6) and formula (7), respectively. We did not find the protein families with statistically significant correlations (Z > 3.5) between structure and period position. The evolutionary divergence of the latent periodicity revealed by our investigations may be a factor behind the lower statistical significance of this correlation (p > 0.0005), and that would mean that the correlation was apparent only in several families in which the variations in amino acid sequence have been constrained by the secondary structure (Laskin et al., 2004; Holmes and Durbin, 1998) .
In summary, we have shown that there are many biologically important protein families containing a latent period signature within over 70% of their members. These results support earlier hypotheses of gene evolution by multiple tandem duplications (Ohno, 1970 (Ohno, , 1984 Ohno and Epplen, 1983) . While the presence of latent periodicity has been previously shown at the nucleotide level (Laskin et al., 2003; Chaley et al., 1999; Korotkov et al., 1997) , the methods and the data presented here may provide a further insight into the evolution of protein families. We propose that the process of evolution could utilize a limited number of periodic elements to generate effective structures and subsequently refine protein functionality with tandem duplications (Elder, 2000) . Further evolutionary selection may then have reinforced functionality and stability by use of insertion-deletion events, and substitutions led to erosion of the original period.
Despite the attractiveness of this hypothesis, at this stage we can not exclude the possibility that the latent periodicity detected in our study was caused by an early requirement for a key periodic structure, as it is the case for structures such as zinc fingers and α-helices. If this is true, identical latent periodicity within amino acid sequences would reflect this identical organization of protein structures rather than their common evolutionary origin. The choice between developmental and structural hypothesis may become clear when synthesis of artificial proteins containing latent periods is performed and their three-dimensional structures are compared to those of the proteins in which the period has been initially identified.
Finally, there is a tendency to try to associate the periods with protein function given the fact that the latent periodicities provide a novel signature for various protein families, as can be seen when members are grouped by function (Table 2) . However, it is difficult to test this hypothesis experimentally since the underlying mechanism for such specificity is not clear. Such a theory would imply an almost ubiquitous presence of latent periodicity in protein domains and perhaps can be further investigated only after completing the construction of a full database of latent periodicity profiles and their structural and functional features. The further development of mathematical methods for latent periodicity searches in genetic texts would be required to extend our ability to identify such periods and thus to enable the assembly of this database.
